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Abstract
Longitudinal and transverse beam impedances are calcu-
lated for the injection kickers designed for use in the CERN
large hadron collider. These combine the contributions of a
ceramic beam tube with conducting stripes and a traveling-
wave kicker magnet. The results show peak impedances
of 1300 ohm longitudinal and 8 M›/m transverse for four
units per ring.
1 INTRODUCTION
The design for the LHC calls for four injection-kicker units
for each beam[1], each unit is a c-magnet with an alumina
beam tube, shown schematically in Fig. 1. Thirty conduct-
ing stripes are applied inside the beam tube (See Table 1);
each of these connects to the continuing metal tube through
R-C networks. The impedances ZL of this liner and ZM
of the magnets are combined in parallel to give the total
impedance ZB .
a
Figure 1: Schematic of circuits in kicker magnet with liner.
IB is the beam current.
2 LINER LONGITUDINAL IMPEDANCE
A metallized outer sleeve on the ceramic tube overlaps the
inner stripes by about 0.28 m to provide 600 pF capaci-








on the ceramic contribute a small inductance; this has been
calculated to be only 6.5 pico-henry. Combining the liner’s
components, the liner impedance becomes
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aMore details of these calculations are given in Ref. [2]
Table 1: Liner Parameters
Tube inner radius b 21 mm
Ceramic well thickness 4 mm
Relative dielectric constant †r 9
Number of stripes N 30
Length of stripe ‘s 3540 mm
Width of stripe w 4 mm
Space between stripes a/2 4 mm
Capacitance (30 stripes, one end) C 600 pF
Length of capacitor line ‘c 280 mm
Phase velocity along capacitor Àc » 0.385 c
Resistance (5000/30) R 169 ohm




















which is plotted in Fig. 2. We see at intervals of 206
MHz the impedance maxima that occur when the capaci-
tor length is multiples of one-half wavelength.
3 IMPEDANCE FROM THE MAGNET
The portion of the beam current that is not shielded by the
liner current IL induces voltages in the magnet. This cur-
rent IM = IB + IL couples to the magnet in two ways, (1)
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Table 2: Magnet Parameters
Length ‘ 2657 mm
Aperture gap g 54 mm
Aperture width d 54 mm
Winding inductance
per unit length (=„o) L
0 1.25 £ 10¡6 Hy/m
Winding line-impedance Zc 5 ohm
Phase velocity (Zc=L
0) À 4 £ 106 m/sec
Drive line delay (example) ¿ 0.233 „sec
magnetic images in the yoke and conductors and (2) cur-
rents induced in the winding. Parameters of the magnet are
given in Table 2 and the geometry of its square aperture in
Fig. 3.
Figure 3: Aperture of the magnet bounded by winding con-
ductors at Y = §d=2. Current IM is shown at distance y
from the center.
Coupling to the yoke has been calculated by summing
the "elds of image currents in the ferrite and in the conduc-
tor surfaces. This gives an inductance of 0.317 L0‘.
To calculate the mutual coupling to the winding one must
consider in detail the propagation of induced currents in the
winding and re#ection or absortion at the ends of the wind-
ing circuit [2][3]. The drive line is assumed to be open at
the pulser; the other end is impedance-matched by termina-
tor Zc. In an increment of length ds, the mutual inductance
between beam and winding is





Currents induced by this coupling propagate away from ds
at velocity À. Integrating over the winding length we obtain
the directly-induced current







1¡ e¡ k‘2 cos ks
·
(3)
Figure 4: Total longitudinal impedance. Solid  ReZB
[ohm]. Dashed  ImZB [ohm].
where k = !=À. This is then re#ected at the pulser and the
resultant net current induces at the beam positron y (Fig. 3)









jµ ¡ e¡jµ j sin µ + e¡j2(!¿+µ) sin2 µ
i
(4)
Adding to this the voltage from the yoke we get from the




[0:268 jµ + e¡jµ j sin µ
¡ e¡j2(!¿+µ)sin2µ] (5)
The total impedance is now the parallel combination of
Eq. 1 and Eq. 4 plotted in Fig. 4. In addition to the capacitor
resonances at 206 MHz intervals, we see here at 19 MHz a
resonance between the liner’s capacitance and the magnet’s
inductance. These peaks are limited to 330 ohm by the
series resistors of the liner.
4 TRANSVERSE IMPEDANCES
Because the liner is azimuthally symmetric about the beam
centerline, its transverse impedance is given in terms of ZL
from Eq. 1 as
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Images in the yoke and conductors give zero impedance
in the direction y parallel to the pole faces.
In the x-direction, images sum to give




In Eq. 3 we have shown the y-dependence of the winding
contribution to Zk. The Panofsky-Wenzel theorem allows
















¡ j µ + j e¡jµ sinµ ¡ e¡j2(!¿+µ) sin2 µ
i
Combining contributions to the transverse impedances,
the totals are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The 2M›=m peak in
Zx that appears at 40 MHz is a resonance between liner and
magnet. Zy is strongest at low frequency where at orbital
frequency, 11.2 kHz, it is 169 - j 3.40 x 103 ohm/m.
Figure 5: Total horizontal impedance. Solid  ReZx.
Dashed  ImZx.
Figure 6: Total vertical impedance. Solid  ReZy .
Dashed  ImZy .
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